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Week 41: Inspirations 
 

Day One 
Seek peace first in the garden of your soul. Be like the songbird perched on the top of the tree 

whose song fills the garden and inspires those passing by. 

Day Two 
Our body and mind are influenced by the tendencies in nature. The tendency of inertia leads us to 

indulge the senses—to overeat and oversleep until we are weighed down with heaviness. The 

tendency of restlessness leads us to constantly seek activity and success while it clouds our 

deeper power and insight. The elevating tendency fosters equanimity and contentment and leads 

us to peace. The mind, influenced by the first two tendencies and allowed to roam wherever it 

will, at first resists the discipline of meditation. Meditation is the natural environment for the 

elevating, illuminating tendency to flourish. Its discipline is joy. 

Day Three 
Restless desire—wanting what we want when we want it, or striving for results—is a great 

contributor to stress. When we are caught up in it, it seems we only need to work harder to get 

the desired results. What if we actually need to do less? Less doing, less pushing, and instead, 

more letting go and being present? 

Day Four 

At the core of our being, we are naturally peaceful. Notice if your thoughts become overly critical 

or judgmental, always looking for something that needs doing or fixing and never experiencing 

satisfaction. That is just the mind influenced by the restless tendency in nature. Like a windstorm, 

it blows up a dust cloud of dissatisfaction. To calm this restless tendency while being active, use 

awareness of your breath to cultivate peace. A moment of mindful breathing will stop the storm. 
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Day Five 
Take a vacation from the hard work of resisting your good. Instead of imagining yourself “getting 

away from it all,” imagine experiencing the freedom and joy of living your life here and now as 

God supports, directs, and inspires you moment to moment. Relax into being. 

 Day Six 

Indulging in moods is a great cause of unhappiness that hurts us and others, too. Remember that 

you are the soul with the power to resist and overcome any mood. 

Day Seven 
The influence of environment is powerful. We are wise to consider it. Although our essence of 

being is untouched by any environment, as a practical matter we seek out those environments 

that are most supportive of our total well-being. 

 

 

 


